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By Hollan Johnson Updated September 22, 2017 UPS patcherClean GBA ROMUPS Patch Game Boy Advance (GBA) DISKS, read only memory files that are the exact copy of the game, can be played on GBA emulators. You can apply UPS patches to GBA ROMs to translate the ROM language or
change the color range from monochrome to full color. A special fix tool is used to fix GBA ROMs with UPS patches. You need a clean ROM to apply the patch, that is, the ROM with no other quarrels made to it. In addition, you can only use GBA ROM if you have an actual implicit copy of the GBA game
to which you want to apply the patch. Download the UPS Patcher file and open the UPS Patcher.rar file that is installed on your desktop. Open a file that matches your operating system. For example, if you're using Windows, open a Windows file. Double tap the icon inside the folder. Click apply the patch
to an existing file. Click the top of the most review and choose the patch you want to use. Click the bottom review button and select the clean GBA ROM you want to patch. Click apply the patch. When the UPS patcher is finished, click THE GOOD button. Whether you want to relive your childhood with old
favorites or discover a new addiction, grab the joy of Game Boy Advance (GBA) on your Android device with the GBA emulator. Here are our picks for the top five Android GBA emulators that make GBA games easy and fun. RetroArch is more of a complete emulation solution than just a GBA emulator.



This is a larger open source project with versions covering multiple operating systems. RetroArch works with what it calls the kernels. These cores are a variety of emulation platforms that allow you to play games from a range of retro consoles, including Game Boy Advance. With the basic RetroArch
system and the constant development of the project, you will never run out of things to play with. Although RetroArch offers a polished interface, it is still open source to the project and may have some rough edges. Some reviews say it's not exactly rookie friendly, but if you can work through the learning
curve, you'll be well rewarded. Download for: GBA.emu is a dedicated Game Boy Advance emulator for Android. It's $4.99, but the price is definitely worth it for a polished emulator. This emulator is also open source, but it takes all the work out of the equation. There is no need to set it up or download
BIOS files. GBA.emu supports a range of formats, including .gba extension and the most popular archive formats. For control, it has an on-screen control system, but leaves open to USB and Bluetooth controllers. Download for: John GBA Lite is a fantastic free option that lets you play Game Boy Advance
games either from your phone's internal storage or SD card. With an on-screen virtual keyboard or external controller of your choice. John GBA Lite is a popular option because of how full featured it is while free. You get access to game saves and recovery, turbo turbo settings, and even fast forward.
With this emulator app, you can also take advantage of popular cheat engines such as GameShark and CodeBreaker. If you want to eliminate ads, consider upgrading to the full version for $2.99. Download for: My Boy! probably the most popular Game Boy Advance emulator around. It has over a million
downloads on the Play Store and it doesn't look like it will slow down anytime soon. My boy! has a fast and effective emulation that takes full advantage of your phone's capabilities. My boy! features almost all the advanced features of other entries on this list, allowing you to take absolute control of your
games in a way that would never have been possible on the actual Game Boy Advance. My boy! includes cheating support, such as ActionReplay, adds more customization options with key display, and even has screen layout options. Create your own label icons to run your favorite games right from
your phone's home screen. The app is $4.99, but for all its features and options, it's well worth the price. Download for: ClassicBoy is another unique option. It's an all-in-one emulator that supports eight consoles, including Game Boy Advance. ClassicBoy is a full-fledged emulator with a fair amount of
Polish and graphics control, as well as support for both virtual screen control and external control for all systems. ClassicBoy doesn't offer as many options as some of the others on this list when it comes to supporting GBA, but access to other Game Boy platforms and other popular consoles like
PlayStation and N64 may be a bigger selling point for some. Download for: ROM Manager has always been an indispensable tool for those of us with an unhealthy obsession with constantly juggling different ROM between our phones. Now, the latest version of the root phone app adds some exciting new
functionality along with a welcome visual update. Read on to find out what's new. The main purpose of THE ROM Manager is to help you get new custom drives on your phone, and little has changed in that regard. The app still lets you get custom firmware downloaded from a variety of sources, including
the app's built-in ROM lists area. It's kind of a market for custom firmware, and ROM Manager will discover your hardware and offer a list of compatible ROMs. Version 4.0 adds the ability to evaluate and comment on ROMs for the first time, something that is especially useful if you flash CyanogenMod
nightlies and want to see which ones are the most stable. ClockworkMod's Koushik Dutta also hinted that this new functionality could see ROM Manager go beyond a simple application to a web portal for custom Android ROMs. This is that we'd like to see. On a more superficial level, there's also some
new fresh eye candy in ROM Manager 4.0, in the form of stylish, recycled icons throughout the user interface. Rom Manager's many other useful features haven't gone away, however. You can still use the to keep your custom manufacturer up-to-date, as well as manage your Nandroid backups from
inside the OS. There is even the ability to create EXT sections on your SD card, which is a blessing for Windows users, as doing so without access to a Linux machine can be particularly tedious. So some great improvements across the board in the latest version of THE ROM Manager, in addition to a
great catalog of useful features that will be familiar to many. We look forward to what the ClockworkMod team can bring to the table in future versions. Market links and CD codes can be found below. We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. The ability to use custom ROMs is
one of the great joys of Android. Custom ROM contains a completely new build of the Android operating system. To be able to install - or flash as it is known - ROM offers huge benefits. If your phone no longer receives updates from the manufacturer, you can use ROM to get the latest version of Android
For phones with highly configured software, you can install a ROM that gives you something closer to the stock Of Android experience If you like the features on the devices from other manufacturers, you can often find DISKS that port them to your if your phone is slow or has poor battery life You can find
DISKS that are optimized for speed or energy consumption In this guide, we'll look at two ways to flash custom ROM. One takes a manual approach, the other uses the Android app. Before you start you need to do a little preparatory work before you can get started. For the purposes of this guide, we're
going to assume you have all these things in place already. You need a special recovery. This is a small piece of software that is used to create backup and flash ROM. In this guide we will use TWRP. Custom recovery is usually set when you root. You need an unlocked loader. Most phones ship with a
locked loader and you need to unlock it before you can rewrite the system files. The process may vary depending on which device and which version of Android you use, so check online for your particular device if you still need to do so. Turn on USB Debugging. In Android, go to the developer's options
and turn on USB Debugging. Turn off security. It's a good idea to disable the security settings before you flash ROM, especially if you're using a fingerprint scanner. Backup data. We'll create a full backup during the flashing process, but it's also convenient to back up only your data with the Titanium
Backup app. requires root. Charge your phone or plug it in. You really don't want your phone to run out of power halfway through flashing ROM. You can also check these common problems to know when installing custom ROM. Download custom ROM you also need custom ROM. Here it is important to
make sure that you get one that is compatible with the exact model of the phone. obviously you're not going to do anything stupid as an attempt to flash HTC ROM on a Samsung phone, but if you have an American version of the Samsung phone, it can be quite easy to download a ROM designed for an
international version of the same phone by mistake. They can be classified as different phones. Make sure you get the right one! THE ROM will be downloaded as a .zip file. Store it somewhere on the phone's internal storage. With most ROMs, you may also need to download Google apps (GApps) in a
separate zipper. Flash custom ROOs through the recovery of the preferred way to flash ROOs is to do it manually through custom recovery. It's a little more involved than using the app, but you get complete control of the process, and there's less chance of something going wrong. Turn off your phone and
load it into recovery. The way you do this is different on each phone, but usually involves holding a combination of power button, Home button, and/or volume buttons and then following any instructions on the screen. Flash ROM After the launch of TWRP, you are ready to start flashing the ROM. Here are
the steps: Back up Nandroid. This is something you will use to restore your phone to its former state, or to recover from any problems. Go back up and choose which sections you want to save. You can include them all, as you can choose which parts to recover when the time comes. Swipe the bar to get
started and then wait a few minutes for the backup process to complete. Go back to your home screen and select Wipe. Swipe the bar to reset the phone (it won't wipe the internal vault). Alternatively, choose Advanced Wipe and select Dalvik/ART Cache and Cache. This keeps your data and applications
intact, but can cause errors with your ROM (this is called a dirty flash). Go back to the TWRP home screen and select Set. Navigate your way to where you saved the ROM (post file). Click on the mail file to select it. Spend a bar to start installing. Once completed, repeat the 5-6 steps with GApps lightning,
if necessary. Restart. Don't panic if it seems to be stuck on the download screen, because the first download after flashing the ROM usually takes a little longer than usual. If it eventually becomes apparent that Android isn't going to download, take a look at our problem-solving guide for possible solutions.
By backing up Nandroid, you should always be able to recover that to get your phone up and running fast. After rebooting your phone, you need to recover the data and apps (assuming you've destroyed the data above). Most OMs are pre-entrenched, so if you used titanium backup, it will work without
any additional steps. Now you Enjoy the new software. Flash custom ROM with the app If all that sounds like a bit much, you can use the app in Android to flash ROMs instead. The best use is FlashFire. It's free and easy to use. It will handle the whole process for you - you don't even need a special
recovery. FlashFire only works on rooted phones. Set Set Up, you have to provide a request for root access when you run it for the first time. Then swipe open the sidebar on the left, select settings and choose Freeload. This activates the full capabilities of the app. Flash ROM with FlashFire Every task in
FlashFire can be completed with a little more than a couple of clicks. Click on the q icon in the bottom right corner of the screen to see your options. Select a backup to create a standard backup (or select Full to back up). Hit check the sign in the top right corner to get started and then wait a while for the
backup to complete. Next, select Wipe and choose which parts of your phone to clean. System data, third-party apps and Dalvik cache are chosen by default, and that should be all you need. Finally, select Flash qIP or OTA and find the downloaded ROM you stored on your phone. Mark the
Mount/System Reading/Write option, and then create a check icon to get started. For some OM or other flashable zippers, you may need to choose some of the other options too. For more feedback, see FlashFire's guide. And that's just about it. You will probably need to repeat steps 4 and 5 for GApps
zip if your ROM requires you to download it separately. If you want to back up, open the sidebar and select backups. FlashFire can also handle things like OTA updates from your phone manufacturer, or add-ons such as xposed Framework. In addition, it does not interfere with your root access, which
makes it a very convenient tool. The best DISKI Installation custom ROM may seem daunting at first glance. Once you understand what steps are involved, it becomes second nature - depending on which method you choose. All you need now is to find a decent ROM for testing. CyanogenMod is the
most popular, and has official and unofficial builds for most devices. PAC-ROM is another with broad support. It has a stock-like interface, but is packed with geeky features that allow you to customize how the phone looks and works. On top of that, we recommend browsing XDA Developers forums for
your particular device to find a good custom ROM. As long as you keep the latest Nandroid backup handy, there's no harm in testing multiple ROMs until you find one that suits you. Looking for reasons to install custom ROM on your Android device? Check out this list: Originally written by Ryan Dube on
March 25, 2011. 6 Reasons Why the new monitor will reduce your eye strain by spending all day staring at the monitor? You may suffer from eye strain: pain, blurring, and headaches. The new monitor can lighten your eyes! About Andy Betts Articles Published) More from Andy Betts Betts Betts pokemon
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